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THE EQUIVARIANT SPECTRAL FUNCTION AND NON-SPHERICAL 

SUBCONVEX BOUNDS FOR HECKE-MAASS FORMS 

PABLO RAMACHER 
(FACHBEREICH 12 MATHEMATIK UND INFORMATIK, PHILIPPS-UNIVERSITA.T MARBURG) 

Let M be a closed lliemannian manifold M of dimension d and Po : C呵M)→ザ(M)an elliptic 
classical pseudodifferential operator on M of degree m, where c=(M) denotes the space of smooth 
functions on Mand L2(M) the space of square-integrable functions on M. Assume that Po is positive 

and symmetric. Denote its unique self-adjoint extension by P with them-th Sobolev space as domain, 

and let {釘｝企0be an orthonormal basis ofザ(M)consisting of eigenfunctions of P with eigenvalues 

｛ふ｝立0repeated according to their multiplicity. By a classical result of Avacurnovic, Levitan, and 

Hormander [1, 9, 7] one has for any j E N the convex bound 
d 1 

(0.1) II叱llooく＜入戸・

If the巧areeigenfunctions of a larger family of commuting differential operators on M containing 
P0, this bound can be improved. Thus, assume that M carries an isometric action of a compact Lie 

group K such that all orbits have the same dimension氏<:::d -l. Denote by K the set of equivalence 

classes of irreducible unitary representations of K, which can be identified with the set of irreducible 
characters of K. Suppose further that P commutes with the family of differential operators generated 
by the action of K, so that the eigenfunctions切canbe chosen to be compatible with the Peter-Weyl 

decomposition ofい(M)into a-isotypic components L;(M), where a E K. It was then shown in 
[14, 15] that the equivariant convex bound 

1/2 dーに一1

(0.2) llc/>jに≪(da sup II Dualに）と'=, c/>3 E L;(M), 
u<:: LK/2+1」

holds, where da denotes the dimension of a representation of class a, and Du is a differential operator 

of order u on K. If K = T is a torus, one actually has the almost sharp estimate 

(0.3) 
dー に ー1

|約I=≪ 入j2=' 釘E認(M), び EW入,,

where W入 denotesthe subset of K-types occuring in the Peter-Wey! decomposition of L2(M) that 
grow at most with rate入1/m/log入．

The bounds (0.1) and (0.2) are known to be sharp in the eigenvalue aspect on the standard d-sphere, 
but if the considered eigenfunctions are joint eigenfunctions of an even larger family of commuting op-
erators, they can be improved. Thus, let G be a semisimple real Lie group, K a m訟 imalcompact 

subgroup of G, r c G a lattice, and Y := r¥G/K the corresponding locally symmetric space of 
dimension d and rank r. If {化｝桑0constitutes an orthonormal basis in L2(Y) of simultaneous eigen-

functions of the full ring of invariant differential operators on Y, which is isomorphic to a finitely 
generated polynomial ring in r variables and contains the Beltrami-Laplace operator△, Sarnak [18] 
was able to show the spherical convex bound 

(0.4) II化lrilloo≪ri入J
午

for arbitrary compacta n c Y, ふbeingthe Beltrami-Laplace eigenvalue ofゅ1.From an arithmetic 
point of view, there is still an additional family of commuting operators on Y given by the Hecke 

operators, and in the case G = SL(2皇） and K = S0(2), Iwaniec and Barnak [8] were able to strengthen 
the bound (0.4) for certain compact locally symmetric spaces Y = r¥JHI of rank r = 1, given as quotients 
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of the complex upper half plane lHI e:c G / K by suitable congruence arithmetic lattices r, and proved 

for any c > 0 and j E N the substantially stronger spherical subconvex bound 

(0.5) II化I=心注〕

provided that the化arealso eigenfunctions of the ring of Hecke operators on L2げ¥JHI).More generally, 
if H is a semisimple algebraic group over {(J) satisfying certain conditions, r C H({(J)) an arithmetic 

congruence lattice, and G = H(良）， Marshall[12] was able to strengthen the bound (0.4) and prove 
spherical subconvex bounds of the form 

(0.6) 
号—/j

|的lrilloo≪ri入J

for some 8 > 0 and arbitrary compacta !1 C Y, if the妬 arealso eigenfunctions of the ring of 
Hecke operators on L2(Y), generalizing previous work of Blomer-Maga [3, 4] and Blomer-Pohl [5], 
among others. In fact, for negatively curved manifolds, much better bounds are expected to hold 

generically, the bound (0.5) being the strongest known bound up to now. The estimates (0.4)-(0.6) 
represent bounds for automorphic forms on G which are right K-invariant, and for this reason are 

called spherical. 
Recently, together with Satoshi Wakatsuki, the author succeeded in extending the spherical subcon-

vex bounds (0.5) and (0.6) to non-spherical situations, that is, to non-trivial K-types in the Peter-Weyl 
decomposition ofザ(「¥G) for a large class of compact arithmetic quotients「¥G, sharpening the bounds 
(0.1) and (0.2) in case that the eigenfunctions切areHecke-Maass forms. Here and in the following, 
left f-invariant functions on G which are simultaneous eigenfunctions of an invariant elliptic differen-
tial operator and some module of Hecke operators are called Hecke-Maass forms of mnk 1. This class 
encompasses the usual concept of an automorphic form on G, and coincides with it in the rank 1 case. 

More precisely, let R be an Eichler order in an indefinite division quaternion algebra A over !QI. 
Denote by N(x) the reduced norm of an element x EA, and write R(m) := {a ER  I N(a) = m} for 

any m EN •. Choose an embedding 0: LJ';:=1R(m)→ G, and set r := 0(R(l)). Then r constitutes a 
congruence arithmetic subgroup, and f¥lHI c::e f¥G/K becomes a compact hyperbolic surface. Now, let 
x be a Ncbentypus character on r, and denote by L置¥G)the Hilbert space of measurable functions 
on G such that 

厨） = xb) f(x),'YE r, x E G, IIJII := (/  IJ(x)l2dx) 112 < oo. 
r¥G 

The space L賃¥G) can be regarded邸 aclosed subspace inビ（八¥G),where r x := ker X・Identifying 
R(n) with its image 0(R(n)) for each n prime to a fixed natural number which depends only on 

冗， thefinite cosets f¥R(n) give rise to Hecke operators on L~ げ¥G).Now, with the identification 

Kc::: S1 c::: [0,2司， anyK-typeびlE斥canbe realized as the characterび1(0)= eile, 0 E [O, 21r), l E Z, 
and we denote by Lら（いG)the u1-isotypic component of L召いG).It is then shown in [16, Theorem 

5.5] that for any orthonormal basis {的}j::>。ofL召八¥G)consisting of Hecke-Ma邸 sforms (of rank 

1) with Beltrami-Laplace eigenvalues O <::: 入0<::: 入1<::: 入2<::: ・ ・ ・and compatible with the Peter-Weyl 
decomposition one h邸 thehybrid subconvex bound 

(0.7) 屈 I=≪e:入凸， 叱EL質¥G),

for arbitrary small E > 0 in the eigenvalue and isotypic aspect. This bound is the first sharpening the 
bound (0.3) for arbitrary K-types. Ifびland x are trivial, one recovers the spherical subconvex bound 
(0.5). Note that (0.7) is a subconvex bounds on a manifold which does have both positive and negative 
sectional curvature. It is stated from the perspective of elliptic operator theory, which is the natural 
one in our approach, while in the theory of automorphic forms it is more common to work within 

a representation-theoretic framework, and use the Casimir operator C of G instead of the Beltrami-
Laplace operator△, the former being no longer elliptic. But since on L贔直¥G) the operators in 
question are related according to△ = -C+和id,the bound (0.7) can be rephrased accordingly. Thus, 
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for any Hecke eigenform¢, E L; ぃx(いG)satisfying ll¢IIL2 = 1 and C¢, = 828情 onehas the hybrid 
subconvex bound 

11¢1 00≪a (1 -s2 + 2lり森十s,

see [16, Theorem 5.8]. In this way, we obtain subconvex bounds for new classes of automorphic 
representations, in particular for the discrete series Ds and their limits D土，0,as well as the principal 

series H(l, s). Let us note that for fixed s we obtain the bound ll¢ill00≪a (1 + Ill)合十0 for any 

叱EL;,,x(r¥G). This agrees with results of Venkatesh [22, p. 993], though by work of Reznikov [17, 

Theorem 1.5] one has in this case the much better bound 11¢』100≪a(1 + ll)½+e_ Nevertheless, our 
results do imply new results for a classical automorphic form f : lHI→ IC of weight l E N and arbitrary 
Nebentypus character, for which we show in [16, Eq. (5.11)] the subconvex bound 

IIJII=心 l令+s

in the weight aspect. The best previously known subconvex bound, proved by Das and Sengupta [6], 
had the exponent --- = -31 

2 33 66― 

Our second main result concerns bounds of the form (0.6). As before, let H be a semisimple 
algebraic group over Q which is assumed to be connected in the sense of Zariski. Write A.fin for the 
finite adele ring of Q and A :=政 xA.fin for the adele ring. Choosing an open compact subgroup K。
in H(Afln), we obtain an arithmetic subgroup r := H(Q) n (H(政）Ko) in the semisimple Lie group 
G=H(政）. Assume that H(A) = H(Q)(H(恥）Ko) and that H(Q)¥H(A) is compact, so that r¥G is 
also compact. From the point of view of automorphic representations, one has a suitable family of 

Hecke operators on L町r¥G),which is given by unramified Hecke algebras overふ forinfinitely many 
primes p [12]. Now, let K beam訟 imalcompact subgroup of G and伍｝之0an orthonormal basis of 

L質 ¥G)consisting of Hecke-Maass forms ofrank 1 with respect to an elliptic left-invariant differential 
operator Po on r¥G of order m which commutes with the right regular representation of K. Assume 
that Pi。ispositive and symmetric, and that the cosphere bundle defined by its principal symbol is 

strictly convex. Then, assuming the condition (WS) made in [12], we show in [16, Theorem 7.4] that 
there exists a constant ,5 > 0 independent of O" such that one has the equivariant subconveのbound

(0.8) 
d;mG/K-1 

冒= -Ii 
II的lloo≪/dび sup IIDucr loo入j' 妬EL訳r¥G),

匹 l山ザ+1J

where入jdenotes the spectral eigenvalue of¢j with respect to P0; if K = T is a torus, one has the 
stronger estimate 

dimG/K-1 
2m  

-6 
II巧lloo≪ 入j , 的EL質¥G).

The bound (0.8) bound sharpens the bound (0.2) for a large class of examples. Ifび istrivial, it is 
implied by (0.6). An example would be given by H = SL(l, D), where Dis any central division algebra 

of index n over Q, and G = SL(n, JR). Furthermore, we show in [16, Theorem 7.9] for some 8 > 0 the 
weaker non-equivariant subconvex bound 

(0.9) 
d,mG-1 

2m  
-ii 

防 loo≪ 入］＇的 EL勺¥G),

for an orthonormal basis of L冠¥G)consisting of suitable Hecke-Maass forms, sharpening the bound 

(0.1), but without assuming the condition (WS) of [12]. An example is again H = SL(l, D), where 
now D is any central division algebra over (Q), except when G = SL(l, H). As before, (0.8) and (0.9) 
constitute first arithmetic subconvex bounds on a large class of manifolds which are both positively 
and negatively curved, and if Pi。isthe Beltrami-Laplace operator, the bounds can be rephrased in 
terms of the eigenvalues of the Casimir operator of G. Indeed, by [16, Theorem 7.12] we have for each 
<Pi EL犀 ¥G)with Casimir eigenvalueμj the bound 

恥 lloo≪./d。 IDualloo(-μj + 2μ 砂
d,mG/K-1 

sup 8, 釣EL虹¥G),
u'.". しdi悶K+1」
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provided that H = ResF;QQ and (WS) is fulfilled, while in general 

dimG-1 

II先llooくく (―JJ,j + 2JJ,a) 4 , 
-0 

JJ,a being the eigenvalue of the Casimir operator of Kon O'. If K =Tis a torus, 

1¢illooくく （一附 +2μa)
dimG/K-1 

Let us briefly say a few words about the methods employed. While in the theory of automorphic 
forms representation-theoretic tools prevail, our analysis is mainly based on the spectral theory of 
elliptic operators, and uses Fourier integral operator methods. Thus, let P be an elliptic pseudodiffer-

ential operator on a closed Riemannian manifold M as above. Our main tool is the spectral function 

e(x,y,μ) of them-th root Q := vP of P given by 

e(x,y,p) := L的(x)的(y)E C00(M x M), JJ, E民，朽：＝汀・

μ,::'.μ 

From the asymptotic behaviour of 

叫x,y) := e(x, y, JJ, + 1) -e(x, y, p), 

which represents the Schwartz kernel of the spectral projection sμonto the sum of eigenspaces of 

Q with eigenvalues in the interval (μ, μ+ 1], statements about the growth of eigenfunctions can be 
deduced, yielding in particular the bound (0.1). In the presence of symmetries, these can be refined. 

More precisely, if M carries an effective and isometric action of a compact Lie group K and O'E K, 
denote by IIび theprojector onto the O'-isotypic component in the Peter-Weyl decomposition of L2(M). 

In order to show the 100-bounds (0.2), and analogous equivariant convex LP-bounds, an asymptotic 
formula for the Schwartz kernel of sμo Ila, or rather of和oIla, where和representscertain smooth 
approximation to sμ, was derived in [14, Corollary 2.2. and Theorem 3.3] in a neighbourhood of the 
diagonal relying on the theory of Fourier integral operators. Now, let G be a semisimple Lie group 
with finite center, r a discrete cocompact subgroup, and K a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let 

r denote the set consisting of characters of r of finite order. For x E r, introduce on 12(八¥G)the 

Hecke operators厄r

（応rf)(x):= [r: rxi-1 L 只可J(a・x),

aE八¥r{Jr

where f3 belongs to a certain set containing the commensurator C(r) of r. Based on the asymptotics 
for the kernel of和oII。mentionedabove, where in this case M =八¥G,we deduce for any small 
6 > 0 and some constant C > 0 the equivariant bound 

K 
d 

芦和0rr.(x,x)≪ a dimG/K-1 
[r : 八］

JJ, sup ID"O'I 00 M(x, /3, 15) 
usl如 ;K+1」

da dimG/K-1 C 1 

＋忙：八]JJ, 2 usl:.;~+1JIID"O'lloo1 s―2dM(s) 

uniformly in x E八¥G for the Schwartz kernel of芍ro和oIla, where we introduced the lattice point 

counting function 

M(i5) := M(x,(3,15) :=#{a E八¥r(3rI dist (xK, a・xK)dimG/K-lく 15}

given in terms of the distance function on the Riemannian symmetric space G/K. In case that K = T 
is a torus, a corresponding better estimate holds. From this, we obtain the subconvex bounds (0.7) 

and (0.8) by using known uniform upper bounds [8, 12] for M(x, (3, 6) combined with arithmetic 
amplification. The bound (0.9) is inferred by analogous methods. In both cases, it is important 
to control the caustic behaviour of the kernels of sμ。Ilaand sμnear the diagonal asμ → +oo, 
respectively. Note that in the spherical situations [8, 3, 4, 5, 12] examined before, a crucial role 

is played by asymptotics for spherical kernel functions, see [8, Eq. (1.3)] and [12, Eq. (8)]. The 
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latter constitute particular smooth approximations to the kernel of the spectral projection sμfor the 

Laplace-Beltrami operator on rいG/ K. The kernels of the spectral projections Bμo Ila and their 

smooth approximations considered by us are non-spherical generalizations of the former. 

Let us close with some comments. There exist several variants of the bounds (0.5), beginning with 

[8, Appendix], where the non compact hyperbolic surface SL(2, Z)¥H is considered. On the other hand, 

bounds in the level aspect are shown in [19] for compact locally symmetric spaces of arithmetic type, 

while bounds in the eigenvalue and level aspect are derived for the modular surfacesい(N)¥Hin [2, 20] 

and other papers. It is likely that our work can be extended to these settings. Also, we intend to 

widen our results to Hecke-Maass forms of rank r, that is, simultaneous eigenfunctions of the Hecke 

operators and the full ring of invariant differential operators associated to the center of the universal 

envelopping algebra of the complexification of the Lie algebra of G. For such forms, the exponent 

-1/2m in (0.8) and (0.9) should be improvable by a factor r. 
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